Announcing!

The New
iTrunk Extension
Machine
by Ken Hutchins of Serious ExerciseTM, LLC

Graphic #1: The Static Trunk Extension (iTrunkExtension).
Patent Pending by Ken Hutchins.

History and General Protocol
There are two major modes of exercise. One is static wherein no gross movement occurs.
The other is dynamic wherein gross movement does occur. The new Static Trunk Extension
(iTE) machine is a static-only device.
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As the founder and developer of the SuperSlow® exercise protocol, my major focus for
equipment development over the past 40 years has been for equipment designed for dynamic
exercise. For the most part, dynamics no longer interest me. Over 90% of the exercises I
now perform and instruct are static. Static exercise offers many advantages over dynamic
exercise, and many of the fears and reservations I had for statics have mostly evaporated.
And for the record, my previous statements dismissing statics as not deserving of value as
exercise mark my only major incorrect statement regarding exercise to date. Also, once the
potential for injury from dynamic exercise is incorporated into the evaluation, statics have
much more to offer for improved functionality than dynamics ever could. Note that many
instructors today are making the same misinformed mistake as I once did by condemning
statics as unworthy of functionality enhancement.
Traditionally, static exercise has been termed isometric. Specifically, the involved prefix, iso,
means same, thus literally yielding same measure from the total word. This is misleading,
because it inaccurately implies that the involved muscle contracts (shortens) yet maintains
its length (does not shorten)(oxymoronic)…hence no muscle shortening occurs during the
exercise. Although movement is slight and the contraction is short, it nevertheless does
shorten, i.e., contract. This is one of several reasons why we prefer the use of static rather
than isometric. If the descriptor is for “non-movement,” this better applies to the device
rather than what the body is doing during the static exercise.
Static is also preferable merely because is it easier to pronounce, write, and to understand.
Part of this is due to its having fewer syllables. For lay people, isometric is unnecessarily
arcane as with its siblings isotonic and isokinetic. Both of these siblings, like isometric, convey
and imply inaccurate concepts. With isotonic (same tonus)—since no one has ever or is able
to measure the tonus of a muscle we have no place where the word (not a true technical
term) can be useful. And with isokinetic (same speed)—implying that muscle contraction
speed is held constant throughout a joint’s range of motion—only a device might impose a
constant angular flexion or extension speed upon a joint, hence the corresponding linear
contraction of the muscle would have to be ever-changing along that joint’s constant speed
of angular motion. All of these iso words are perfect only if the goal is to instill confusion
and obfuscation into the mind of the reader or listener.
Also, isometric(s) has a bad reputation for injuries and minimal benefit. And this is
almost completely expected from the manner in which they are commonly instructed and
performed—with a maximum effort and with a bout duration of only 5-15 seconds (I refer to
this as classical isometrics). This is inadequate bout time to meaningfully inroad the muscle’s
resting strength to obtain a growth stimulus and exposes the muscle to a force magnitude
very close to its structural integrity limit. Also, explosive application of this maximum effort
is commonly promoted and performed. Also, isometrics are often promoted and performed
Continued on Page 5....
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Graphic #2: This woman demonstrates her extreme extensional (spinal erector) contraction performed
in the iTrunk Extension (iTE) while the front of the seat is declined 30 degrees. This angle effects
anterior pelvic tilting, thus accentuating spinal lordosis, thus encouraging erector engagement and
discouraging trunk flexor (abdominal) engagement. This is known as a pseudo stretch or active stretch
and is almost never as extreme as a true stretch (also known as a passive stretch) like that possible
with the Linear Spine Flexion machine (See Graphic #23). Note that in the iTE, this stretch is probably
more pronounced than possible with any given subject as in Graphic #5. Essentially, it is a convenient
half-way house between that in Graphic #5 (less controllable and repeatable) and that possible in the
Linear Spine Flexion (much more expensive, but very controllable and repeatable and true stretch).
If the elbow-pads height and seat height are properly adjusted, she is able to just press her elbows
into the elbow receiver pads, but is not able to put substantial force into the pads. Her trunk extensors
are contracting substantially into themselves (internally), but their output to the receivers is minimal.
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Graphic #3: This is the quarter right lateral view of same model and position as in Graphics #1 and #2.
Note that we desire to draw the shoulders toward the hips.
As the seat is tilted from a level attitude to a 30-degree tilt, the hips rise slightly and move forward
about four inches. Keeping the shoulders directly above the hips (hip joints not the buttocks) requires
projecting the elbow receivers forward.
Graphic #4 shows the same subject using a level (please note distinction between level seat and flat
seat) seat...note that the elbow receivers are retracted.
As designed, the subject has the security for her hip joints with a flat seat although it is tilted (Graphic
#3) to provide the desired lordosis. The seat tilt can be altered to four different secure positions: 0,10,
20, and 30 degrees.
And by placing her feet back and on the toes, the legs are uninvolved.
Some subjects who cannot tolerate the tilting seat but who benefit from the control of using the elbow
receiver versus approaches in Graphic #5, must often be seated so low enough that they cannot use
the double step. Also supplied with the product is a single step.
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in a mechanically very strong and, therefore, dangerous position of the body part being
exercised.
Of course, there are devotees of so-called statics who espouse many of the same poorly
conceived isometrics. Hence, some of the bad practices and concepts of isometrics are
spilling into the newer term, statics.
Over the years, I and several of my friends and close associates have been seriously injured
by classic isometrics. Such an injury makes one rather reluctant to revisit the practice. Some
of these victims of stupidity are also severely embarrassed by their folly and do not want
their names mentioned as most actually knew better at how not to injure themselves.
In my case, I was a dutiful, obedient servant of Arthur Jones, and, at the time, would have
done anything to please him. In the 1970s, I had put everything else in my life aside in order
to move to Florida and to work for Nautilus, Arthur’s company. A major attraction for me
was Arthur’s vision to interface computers with exercise for measurement and progression
purposes. And I was determined to be involved with this in any way that I could.
As written in other articles, in the early 1980s, I injured a hamstrings performing a test on
an infimetric computerized Nautilus prototype. I was shocked that I was injured as I had,
indeed, applied great care with the entire procedure. Characteristically, I methodically and
slowly ramped the force to a maximum effort at about five seconds into the bout, sustained
the maximum effort for five seconds, and then slowly de-ramped over another five seconds.
Except this time, I was injured before the de-ramping completed.
Silently, I decided that static testing or any kind of isometrics could never be made safe,
especially if I was injured—and I being well aware of the dangers and safety procedures—
how could I expect anyone else to perform such testing safely? Note that this was several
years before the founding of MedX. Of course, I reached this conclusion years before TSC
(explained later) was considered.
In 2000, Jeffrey Muehl badly and permanently injured his back while performing a static test
on a MedX Lumbar machine. The test was administered by a MedX Certified technician.
Jeffrey has been in chronic pain and debility since this injury and has little chance of
improvement. So much for the wonderful benefits of exercise for Jeffrey!
In 2004, Michele Mingoia, an engineer and friend, became the FDA compliance officer for
MedX. As previous to this, Michele had read and proofed all of my articles for the SuperSlow
Exercise Guild newsletter and different editions of my technical manual as well as served as
master of ceremonies for most of the SuperSlow Exercise Guild conventions, she was aware
of all my admonishments regarding isometric testing. She was also my confidant regarding
engineering matters for my exercise equipment design projects.
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After several months on the job at MedX, Michele commented to me that she had the
complete file on all concerning incidents that had ever been lodged with the MedX testing.
She revealed that if my concerns were valid she would have the documentation to bear them
out. Where were these? There were none. We both stared at each other in bewilderment.
Either my experience and conclusions about the dangers of early-engaged maximum
contractions were vastly overstated or something was amiss.
Then later that same year, Brenda Hutchins was badly and permanently injured doing a
static test on a MedX Lumbar machine. I was outraged that my wife had been injured despite
her knowledge of all my experiences, writings, and objections to this asinine isometric test.
I could not accept that she had allowed herself to be coaxed into this nonsense under duress
from the MedX CEO. What’s more, the injurious test was administered by Phil Sencil, the
lead MedX engineer and designer of the device.
Afterwards, the then MedX CEO, Phil, Brenda, a physician intimate with the procedure
and equipment, an exercise physiologist (Dave Carpenter, I believe) who had written the
MedX Certification Program, and I were all on a conference call to explore the nature of
Brenda’s injury. After most on the call had had their say, the exercise physiologist admitted
that Brenda’s injury during the test was not all that uncommon.
The following week, I repeated the admission to Michele who by that time was no longer
working for MedX. Her reaction was that it was apparent that these incidents were going
unreported.
In February of 2005 Gus Diamantopoulos badly injured his neck while performing the
static MedX Neck test at the MedX Certification in Gainesville, Florida. He had had many
neck issues for years and initially blamed his condition for the neck injury but later came to
realize that the test, itself, was the culprit.
Similarly, I hurt my neck while gently performing the dynamic exercise in a MedX Neck
machine at a MedX exhibit in Orlando. Jim Flanagan tried to get me to understand that I
was injured because I had a bad neck. Jim knew I that had a long-term neck problem, but
this fact did not excuse the bad design of the MedX testing machine. As I slammed the
company before in my Guild newletters, the testing function of the MedX Neck machine
does not work unless the neck is secured with the thoracic spine pressed into a concave pad,
thus preventing the thoracic spine to act properly in concert with neck extension. Although
I was not hurt while doing the static test, I was hurt during a dynamic exercise in a device
mis-designed because it was corrupted for static testing. I believe that for their promotion
of static testing MedX should have been sued into oblivion.
Then, in 2013, a friend of mine who is completely familiar and in agreement with my stance
Continued on Page 8....
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Graphic #4; This shows the same subject performing the same effort as in Graphics #1, #2 and #3
except that the she is using a level (please note distinction between level seat and flat seat) seat...note
that the elbow receivers are retracted to effect the shoulders being directly over the hips. The optional
seat back offers her added stability but is not required or desired for most subjects.
As the model shown is 5-feet, 7-inches and with fairly proportional torso-to-leg-length ratio, she can
perform the exercise either with the seat tilted or with it level without the use of a step.
Note that we have arranged the relationship between seat height and step height to enable her entire
thigh to be supported. A lower seat would raise her distal thighs off the front of the seat.
We expect to encounter many different presentations of need for the hips to be more flexed during
the exercise or for the thighs to be supported as shown. One design objective is to provide a tool with
as many options—within reason—as possible to accommodate a variety of symptomatology. There
are not only many different back problems, many of the seemingly same problems express different
symptoms.
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on classical isometric loading and testing, applied a maximum effort on a knee extension
testing machine. He applied a gradual ramping over a span of several seconds, thus avoiding
any application that might be construed as ballistic. He never reached his maximum reading
because part of one of his quadriceps separated from the rest of the muscle.
I work with many very delicate people, although a few brutes. This guy was a brute. And
brutes are in abject disbelief when they incur injury.
There are several companies now selling isometric exercise equipment and programs
wherein the classical isometric contraction (short-duration—i.e. 5-15 seconds, perhaps
slightly longer—30 seconds at most) maximum effort, is applied. Recently, an associate
chided the owner of one of these companies. The owner’s response to the chide was that he
had been doing such for many years and had had great results and positive response from
clients.
My response to his response is that his “many years” must not be long enough for him to
learn. Of course, almost-all people who have the rare ability to learn, must learn from their
own mistakes and have scant ability to learn from others’ mistakes.
Exercise has the potential to greatly enhance the quality of one’s life. It also has the potential
to greatly diminish it. We must endeavor to obtain the first while minimizing the latter. And
minimizing does not mean making it safe for merely the majority of subjects, but safe for
every subject regardless of position on the statistical bell curve of risk.
Statics are far safer than dynamics, but not if excessive force is reintroduced to the experience
via early-engaged maximum contractions. And, knowingly, if any one is practicing this
malpractice, I will not speak to them, I will not help them, I will not allow them on any of
our forthcoming blogs or referral lists (in the offing), I will not go on any podcast with them
or on any podcast that features them or involves them, and I will not (knowingly) sell them
any of my equipment.
Apparently—and I use this particular word because I really can never know what is rolling
around in a foolish mind—these conflators are confused about load and inroad. Some,
perhaps many, of their persuasion believe that the body responds favorably to load and not
so much to inroad.
Yes, the appropriate selection of load in an exercise determines the rate of inroad. It also
determines the relative safety. There must be a reasonable balance between the two. And I
deem that these people are imbalanced toward load.
What’s more, I believe that this conflation of load and inroad has served as a natural
Continued on Page 10....
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Graphic #5.
Seated Internal-Resistance Static Trunk Extension (Demonstrated by Anastasia Koretskaya)
Sit on a chair that provides a narrow seat and high enough so that your feet can be placed behind as though resting on the
tops of your feet. Ideally, the seat back should be tall enough that your scapulae do not grab the top of the seat back and short
enough that your head will not contact the seat back as it rocks backwards (not depicted).
This placement neurologically cancels out the buttocks and hamstrings musculatures and puts the pelvis into a forward tilt that
ensures ideal lordosis of the spine, especially the lumbar. And this lordosis helps the subject to properly engage and isolate the
torso extensors. A seat belt is often unnecessary, however if you feel the slightest hint of your buttocks tending forward, fasten
a belt snugly (not tightly) in and along the hip angle to an anchor somewhat behind and under the seat.
Although the resistance-belt (as opposed to a belt to arrest reactionary force) approach lends to obtaining a readout on the
RenEx iMulti Machine, we have ditched the resistance-belt in favor of the internal-resistance approach applied here. This
approach eliminates the force against the anterior abdomen, as this was problematic with many subjects who have issues such
as hiatal hernia and GERD. It also eliminates a tendency in some subjects to extend at the hips rather than exclusively within
the torso.
In the Stage #3 of the TSC Protocol, if all is well, simultaneously strive to touch your belly to the far wall and your fingertips to
the floor.
Although the model depicted here has no issues performing this exercise using said bench-seat and form, this approach can
be somewhat enhanced for her and greatly improved for many others who cannot tolerate issues with their hips, knees, back,
and feet when placed as described.
With the iTE, the desired lordosis is easily attained with a flat and wide seat that completely supports the thighs and involving
no hip extension beyond 90 degrees of flexion. The legs are entirely supported by the feet—either in front or behind the subject
with the knees comfortably flexed.
By the way, it is acceptable to allow the head to tilt backwards somewhat to relieve tension, but if pushed backwards it will
increase undesirable tension. The same is true in the new iTE.
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marketing tool for many fitness husksters, especially Arthur Jones of Nautilus. And it might
be argued that this conflation notion is sexed... that it might be a source of attraction for
the typical male as well as a means to repel the typical female. I can’t prove these beliefs, but
they are grist for more reflection in other articles perhaps.
And there will be many more victims of ignorance (not stupidity) who are instructed to
apply brief, maximum efforts in static exercises by instructors and equipment manufacturers
who should (must) know better. This poses a problem for me in the sense that I will do
everything possible to screen for those would-be customers of my products who espouse
brief, maximum efforts. If these involved instructors believe that static exercise is safe when
conducted in this manner, then there’s no telling what crap they believe regarding other
principles of exercise.
Almost as bad are those deniers of timed static contraction (TSC)(explained on pages 1314). And while I’m not throwing out the dynamics of SuperSlow altogether, those who do
not embrace TSC are throwing away much more than I would if I did make a complete
break with the dynamic mode. And there are many subjects—who with their debilities—
should forever avoid dynamics. And one irony here is that they acquired such debilities
from said dynamics.
But there are close associates around me who are exclusively in the tank for TSC. They
have told me that they agree with everything I say herein about TSC except the part where
I mention that more than 90% of my performed or instructed exercises are static. They
prefer it be 100%.

Of course, they don’t have my LSF or my RT whereby I am sometimes able to enhance
some subject’s relief of back pain.
For instance, I supervise one long-term (many years) subject who is extremely sensitive to
her workouts. She aches from almost anything we do in my studio. Within recent months
I have deleted all her dynamic exercises and all neck exercises. When she was still getting
horribly sore and achy between workouts and confirming this was not the result of her
non-exercise daily activities, we elected to perform only the first two stages of TSC on all
exercises.
Part of the program to allow her body to quiet down was to perform the LSF as a passive
stretch only... no effort dynamically or statically.
Then she requested I reinsert the dynamic LSF exercise at a low relative resistance as she
has found that—for her—the LSF used in stretch mode only did not relieve her hip pain
as the dynamic mode dramatically did. So, as much as I was bent to eliminate all dynamics
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from her workouts, the LSF remains as the only surviving dynamic, although it is never
used as a progression tool.

But here are a few examples of what TSC can do: One is a Montana resident
who plies his trade as a SuperSlow instructor in a noisy zoo of a large box fitness
establishment. In early 2018, he decided that he would use the zoo—where he had
years of precise records of his personal workouts, although on poor equipment—
only for his clientele. So he rigged up a crude system to perform pullover on yoga
blocks at his desk and pulldown on a handle suspended from the rafters on his cabin
ceiling. In addition, he performed a selection of TSC exercises from my Music and
Dance book requiring almost no equipment.
So for about 10 weeks he performed not a single dynamic exercise—nothing but TSC. After
that ten weeks, he performed a dynamic workout in the undisciplined gym atmosphere—
expecting to lose performance on every exercise due to skill erosion if nothing else. Alas, he
improved grossly on every dynamic exercise—an indication of significant strengthening.
Bear in mind, if he had merely maintained his strength during the ten weeks of exclusive
TSC, his performances on each dynamic exercise would have decreased due to skill erosion.
In fact, his skill would have decreased to such an extent in ten weeks that his dynamic
performances should have shown a decrease even if he had made a slight or moderate
increase of strength with the TSC. But his dynamic performances did not decrease...they
increased!

Another man—this one from Europe—experienced much the same. Here is his direct quote:
... I did a 10-week TSC for my lower body and was surprised with the results.
I believe I’ve reached at least 90% of my genetic potential strength wise doing
normal HIT/SuperSlow.
I gained one rep on my dynamic sets on the leg press and deadlift after ten
weeks of TSC. I must admit that I was surprised by this. I’ve seen effects on
clients with joint pain, etc., but had doubt it could be enough to trigger a
growth mechanism in my body at my level.
From Gus Diamantopoulos:
Regarding: “...but had doubt it could be enough to trigger a growth
mechanism in my body at my level.”
Many of us, including instructors, have been astonished by the types of gains
seen with TSC, both in strength and physique development. But why are we
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so surprised? TSC is not merely a fragile substitute for strength exercise:
It is purely strength exercise, perhaps the most potent (and safe) means of
stimulating the human musculature.
Again, as I said about the Montana man, due to skill erosion, he should have demonstrated
a performance decrease, but his strengthening due to TSC more than made up for the skill
erosion.
A third example: Lenny is a 79-year-old Parkinson’s patient who was visiting my friend,
Howie. They met me in late April of 2019 to see if I could help Lenny with his marginalized
ability to stand from a seated position.
Lenny explained that he had spent most of his life watching, playing and teaching tennis,
and that his intention was to get back into the sport so that he could build up his leg
strength to be able to stand from a seated position without it being such a monumental
struggle.
I told Lenny and Howie that if tennis did anything it would merely make him weaker... and
that his leg muscles were easy to strengthen if he followed my plan, and that none of his
doctors knew any thing that could help him, but that I did. I also told him that a crucial
key to the plan’s success was to completely avoid anything any of his doctors advised him
about exercise.
I then showed Lenny the Leg Press Triad (hip adduction, hip abduction, leg press or squat
with no rest between these three exercises)—except how to perform it with a yoga block
between his thighs, a belt around his thighs, and in conjunction with a static squat just over
the seat of chair like that shown in my Music and Dance book (since, of course, he has no
Leg Press machine).
I then put Lenny through the routine using nothing more than what he could find in his
home. I instructed him to perform the routine once only with 2-3 days between bouts. The
routine required less than five minutes to complete.
Then Lenny and Howie left.
At Howie’s next appointment (Lenny lives 300 miles away and visits here very rarely.),
Howie reported that after he and Lenny had gotten into the car just after the previous visit,
Lenny remarked, “That Hutchins guy is really opinionated.”
Howie replied, “Yep, but if you follow what he instructed you to do, you’re going to learn
that he is right.”
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Lenny phoned Howie two weeks later to report that he had been following my advice
exclusively—no walking program, no tennis, no sports of any kind, no silly attempt to
elevate heart rate—and that he could get out of a chair much easier.
Five weeks from the date of his visit with me Lenny phoned Howie and reported that he
was getting out of a chair so easily that it seemed—jokingly of course—that he would hit his
head on the ceiling.
So if we can assume that Lenny performed my recommended routine thrice each week
for five weeks and that it consumed no more that five minutes per workout, Lenny had
consumed less than 1 1/2 hours total to achieve standing ease. What’s more, although he
has Parkinson’s, he probably now stands easier than almost anyone, male or female, his age.
Of course, the TSC Leg Press Triad probably will not quell his typical Parkinsonian shakes
and trembles or enable his garbled speech to improve, but it will greatly reduce falling—a
big threat to life.
Now note two extremes between Lenny and the other (first) two examples. The first two
are in a class of supreme conditioning near the limits of their genetic potential while Lenny
is far away from his limit. Excepting Lenny’s Parkinson’s and age, it is easy to produce
improvement in almost anyone who has never exercised before.... And this will be possible
with any program, correct or insane. Improvement with a beginner proves nothing about
the program. But with the first two, TSC is a superior methodology.
What I showed Lenny can be shared by any doctor in any doctor’s office with practically no
equipment. This can help millions of people who are confined with Parkinsons—to name
only one malady that causes similar immobility. This is what the TSC deniers are restricting
by their blindness and stubbornness to admit the facts. Their stance and commentary are
actually hurting people.
Yours truly pooh-poohed statics, particularly classical isometrics, for many years. At the
very least, I relegated TSC as a last resort and third fiddle to manually applied exercise and
SuperSlow. It’s time to put childish things aside... like our bent for the dynamics! TSC is now
the lead dog....
Recently, I have heard this hesitation regarding TSC from two long-time (40-years)
associates, “Well what about the principle that Arthur taught us that an isometric exercise
only strengthens the position that it is performed in.” This Jonesion notion—held by others
of apparent intelligence independent of Arthur Jones—was nonsense on its face. I admit to
buying in to it for about a month after I first heard it at Nautilus, but then realized it is lore.
It is kindred somewhat with the common and silly notion that one can perform exercise
for his upper abdominals and another exercise for his lower abdominals as though the two
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are not one and the same length of the rectus abdominus... ridiculous!
If TSC can enable someone who can’t stand or walk (or someone who can nearly not stand
or walk) to easily get out of a chair and walk in less than six weeks and with a total devotion
of less than 1 1/2 hours—and also to possibly not fall—this is a lifesaver. Because once you
can’t walk, you essentially can’t move around. And once you can’t ambulate, you’re not long
for this world. At the very least, your quality of life is very diminished.
For several reasons—two being safety and inroading stimulus effectiveness—statics are
performed at a sub-maximum commencement load.
The load can be applied with feedback devices or subjectively (without feed-back) with a
staged effort termed timed static contraction or TSC. With feedback (visual or auditory),
TSC is applied for the first several bouts to estimate load before applying this as a target
load (via feedback) for subsequent bouts. Without feedback availability, TSC is applied
to all future bouts. TSC is particularly useful as it does not require expensive feedback
equipment and can be performed almost anywhere on almost any equipment for various
exercises.
Often, feedback statics are to be avoided as they may encourage outroading behaviors far
more so than simple TSC (but rarely as much as dynamics).
The preferred scheme for TSC exercise performance is as follows, placing the subject’s
body part (if an appendage) of interest roughly in its mid-range position:
The timing is usually applied to three levels of effort.
TSC can be proportioned in many ways, but the most common standard involves a threestage sequence wherein each stage is a 30-second duration and graduated by stage as:
Stage #1—Moderate Effort
Stage #2—Almost as Hard as You Dare
Stage #3—As Hard as You Dare.
With the first stage involving a moderate effort, the subject exerts against an
immovable object with about 50% of his maximum effort. Of course, this moderate
or 50% effort is a subjective notion. One hint at some perhaps-useful imagery is
to contract at least hard enough to admit to oneself that I would not want to keep
this up interminably.
With the second stage we say, “Almost as hard as you dare” because we never
want to command anyone to push “as hard as possible” or even “almost as hard
as possible.” Therefore, “dare” is placed into the scheme to put some personal
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responsibility on the subject to not cross any threatening thresholds of discomfort
(pain).
The subjective quantification for the second stage is a 75% effort. A hint for this
level is to push much harder than the first level, but leaving some definite doubt
that it is truly 100%.
The third and last stage is, “As hard as you dare.” This level may truly be a 100%
effort, but only if the subject deems it acceptably safe.
For a trunk extension exercise, this can be crudely, practically, inexpensively, and effectively
accomplished merely with the subject seated in a straight chair with the subject’s back
against the seat back for stability and the subject trying to distend the belly while trying
to approximate the shoulders and the buttocks. This is illustrated (while not in a simple
straight chair) in Graphic #5.
During the Third Stage of this TSC trunk extension exercise the subject is instructed to
visualize touching her belly to a wall in front of her and simultaneously to visualize reaching
the floor with her fingertips.
Note that the subject’s feet are placed behind her to facilitate the pelvis being tilted forward.
This accentuates the beneficial lordosis of the lumbar spine and the engagement of the
targeted extensional musculature during the exercise. Of course, many subjects—for various
reasons—cannot tolerate this position (especially with their hip joints, per se and proper),
thus their feet are placed flat on the floor—wide (for lateral stability) and in front of the seat.
The notion of touching the shoulders to the buttocks reminds me of the movement
mechanics of an inch worm. The inch worm travels on its ventral surface by approximating
two relatively distant segments, then reaching forward via unapproximating those same
two segments and repeating the process. Admittedly, we—in performing the iTE—are
attempting to approximate parts of the posterior surface of our trunks.
I have known—as many readers have—of the inch worm since I was a child. The iTE is
reminiscent of the inch worm, because of a story I was told by Bill Eisen, a resident of
Merritt Island, Florida.
Decades ago (1980s I suppose), Bill injured his back to the extent that the most he could
muster was to roll or crawl around on the floor. (I can relate: my back was so injured about
1990 that I had to live on the floor for several days.) After a while of living on the floor, he
decided to try strengthening his back by trying to approximate his buttocks and shoulders
as he lay supine. After much struggling to connect his mind to his lumbar musculature—a
rather remote area for any human to engage with decent awareness and motor control,
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Bill became adept as well as strong enough over time to “inch” himself around most of his
house.
Bill claimed to have completely rehabbed his back this way although his wife, Dottie,
owned a large Nautilus health club in the area fitted with Hip & Back machines as well
as the Nautilus Lower Back. At first hearing Bill tell his story, I privately scoffed that he
was Arthur’s example of the man digging for water in the desert with his bare hands after
another man offered him an Army folding shovel. The story has some relevance now.
Objectives of the Exercise
This exercise (Graphic #5) accomplishes several objectives.
The first objective of this exercise is safety. Excessive force that renders injury can be
generated from within or from without the body. Slow movement speed during exercise
makes control of acceleration forces possible. Statics eliminates gross acceleration entirely
and offers the greatest control to control internal forces that are attempting excessive gross
acceleration.
Statics also offer the greatest surety that the subject is alert to any pain threshold as effort
is gradually applied to generate volitional internal force that might elicit pain. Only with
statics is it possible that effort be applied with full awareness and control of the pain-eliciting
effort/force level, thus staying beneath injurious force/effort thresholds. Once movement
is allowed during an exercise, almost all control of these forces and mindfulness of pain
affecting injury is forfeited.
Second, it best isolates the trunk extensors for strengthening and rehabilitation.
The trunk extensors are divided into two groups: the intrinsic trunk extensors and the
extrinsic trunk extensors.
The intrinsic trunk extensors are those that both origin (not originate) [Note that many
make the mistake of using the form, originate, when speaking in anatomical jargon. The
correct expression is the verb form, origin.] and insert within (on some part of) the spine.
Examples are (but not necessarily limited to): part of the spinalis (thoracis), part of the
interspinales (the lumborum, the thoracis), and the multifidus. Some of these exclusively
spinal trunk musculatures run from the sacrum to one or a few vertebrae superiorly,
some exclusively between some vertebrae, and some traverse almost the full length of the
lumbar and thoracic spine. One, the multifidus, runs the full length of the spine. (Note that
variations exist among individual subjects.)
Continued on Page 23....
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Graphic #6: Deadlift and so-called hyperextension devices...
At immediate right, Julie Lohre performs
a stiff-legged deadlift. (The start and
completion of the positive are right
to left.) Of course, still photos do not
expose the certainty that all the pictures
on this page fail to reveal that the
performers move violently fast, thus
making a relatively safe exercise for
the back too dangerous to recommend
without informed supervision.
At far right, she performs (left to right) a
standard deadlift whereby the legs are
involved differently, not disinvolved. The
stiff-legged approach is often believed
to provide better isolation for the back.
At immediate right is the completion of the so-called
hyperextension exercise. This is misnamed as the force
direction impedes extension. Instead, hyperextension is
promoted by the Roman Chair sit-up device pictured at the far
right wherein the force is in the opposite direction. Many readers
know that I have often ridiculed the label, hyperextension. The
Hyperextension Myth is in the suggested reading section.
The first picture is merely a stiff-legged deadlift with the
harmonic lever re-timed (retarded torso relative to gravity
direction) so that the resistance is greater at full extension.
Although this is unnecessary when the barbell deadlift is
performed properly, this retarded torso deadlift does minimize
pelvic rotation during the excursion by virtue of the upper thigh
pad.
Right (from Women’s Health) is merely a wide-stance variation on the
standard deadlift whereby the hands and arms are used between the
legs instead of outside the legs. Note that her hands are opposed.
This is optional in all the barbell deadlifts—the supinated hand and
forearm placing more force and risk on the biceps and threat to the
stability of the shoulder, especially the long bicipital head.
The weak link of the arms and grip notwithstanding, the standard
deadlift is comparable to the barbell squat as a leg exercise. And
this, with reverse observation. deems the squat as a back exercise—
sometimes more so than a leg exercise, hence the need for preexhaustion of the thighs. This can be more readily appreciated when
the H-bar (lower right) is used for deadlift exercise. It is somewhat
kinder to the biceps as the hands can be kept less supinated.
Seeing the Magic Circle (below) by Peary Rader (originally by James
Douglass) draws this into view, especially when the arms can be
almost eliminated from the squat exercise.
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Graphic #7: Popular Inversion Devices...
I have deplored the use of these devices—as well as the use of so-called gravity boots for many years.
Only with the evaluation of long-time friend, Philip Alexander, MD, have I backed off my condemnation.
Philip says that he can find nothing to suggest that inversion is a threat for stroke or other medical issues.
I accept this.
The greatest attraction to inversion devices is their cost/benefit/access ratio. They are often very beneficial
to back and/or neck sufferer, their cost is reasonable, and they can be kept, set-up and ready to go in one’s
home when access to a chiropractor at odd times in the night, on weekends, and on holidays is almost
never.
Their accessibility has an added dimension in that the pain ridden can use them often throughout the day
and for extended bouts. Only slightly better is the application of chiropractor supervised torso stretching
machines (like the Vax D) that are expensive to access and not readily available at those odd times.
Nevertheless, for a majority of moderate-to-severe back-pain sufferers, the inversion approach and the
conventional torso-stretch approach is inferior to the effect of the Linear Spine Flexion (LSF) (Graphic
#23) stretched position. According to Bill Baumann (a New Jersey-based chiropractor and close friend
who routinely uses both the LSF as well as the RenEx Rotary Torso machine), these torso stretching
devices work to, in effect, pull the torso apart and do not have the complete localized effect often needed
for the mid-thoracic to sacral spinal articulations.
If I understand Dr. Baumann’s explanations, the conventional torso-stretching approach applies a broadly
generalized force to evoke an impossible specific effect.
Further, chiropractic adjustment applies a specific force to evoke an impossible generalized effect. (Please
don’t misunderstand. Dr Baumann is not minimizing the crucial benefit of the chiropractic adjustment
necessary for the body to heal itself.)
The LSF stretched position, in contrast to the above, provides a generalized force evoking both generalized
and specific effects. For these reasons, the LSF effect is more sustainable after the treatment.
This sustained improvement (pain relief), according to Dr. Baumann, is about the relief of tensioncompression in the back, especially the lower back. He says that chiropractic adjustment relieves this
tension, but that this relief is brief whereas the LSF stretch (bout for only one minute) results in tension
relief for an extended time.
In my mind, there are about four ways to reduce this tension. Two of these are the torso stretch like that
observed already with inversion and Vax-D approaches.
A third would be to take the postural idea (not the exercise) in Graphic #5 and to imagine adding a bowstring-type force with the hands and arms pulling upward on the frame of the seat. (Visualize this in
picture at left.) In so doing with the arms actively engaged to depress the shoulders, the vertebral discs are
passively decompressed (good), the trapezius AND the latissimus are engaged, thus increasing tension in
the posterior trunk (medium bad), and the facets are compressed (medium bad depending on the issue).
Visualize that the shoulders and pelvis approximate while the length of the spine between the shoulders
remains about the same.
Now visualize (in the picture to the immediate lower right) what’s happening to the spine in the stretch
position of the LSF. There are no internally produced forces on the spine. The anterior
force of the plunger into the subject’s back is completely external. The stretch is a true
stretch and, of course a passive stretch. AND MOST IMPORTANTLY,... while the
shoulders and hips approximate, the length of the spine between them lengthens as well.
I don’t believe that I can prove this yet, but I believe that the discs are decompressing
while the facets are lifting apart somewhat as well. This might explain the extended
tension relief of all the local spine. I noticed this relationship only
two weeks ago (late June 2019) after inventing the device in 1994.
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Graphic #8: The Lineage of the Nautilus Hip&Back machines.
Immediate Right: The original Nautilus Hip & Back machine. It was affectionately
known as the Mouse Trap as the subject was literally pinned to the back pad when in
the start (hips flexed) position with a heavy weight. There was a handle on both sides
of the roller pad (on the posterior distal thighs) for assistants to bring the movement
arm forward while the subject entered and existed. Note that there was no selectorized
weight stack. Instead, it had a weight “basket” for accepting barbell plates. The model
here is Ed Farnham, long-time Nautilus general manager. The photo was taken in an
outside, temporary photo studio, perhaps with only available light on a cloudy day as I
judge by the softness of the shadows on the floor.
Just below the Mouse Trap is the Nautilus Geared Hip & Back. It incorporated cast
iron selectorized plates and a gear-rack cranking mechanism with shoulder pads that
enabled the subject to self-load under the movement arm. (Note that the model is lying,
relaxed in the machine, off axis, shoulder pads above her head with just enough weight
to support her legs while the belt is strewn on the floor... probably awaiting instructions
by the photographer.) Nautilus lost hugely on this device as the crank was incessantly
needing repair. Nautilus then produced the Super-Geared Hip & Back—a huge machine
(not pictured) that also became a repair disaster. And I was led to believe that there was
an even larger Hip & Back model (I have never seen and purported to be the one used at
the 1975 West Point project and the subject of the Ron Peters story wherein he crawled
up two flights of stairs with it—minus its weight stack—on his back.)
Below are two models of the Nautilus DuoHip. In the left and middle photos, the late
Arthur Jones looks on as Dick Butkus rotates his left hip from the bottom (hip flexed) to
the top position (hip extended). This machine incorporated an enlongated and slotted
stack pin that enabled the subject to perform the exercise infimetrically. I have long
condemned infimetrics in my SuperSlow technical manuals as well as condemned the Below: A line of DuoHips being used at a large health club.
Duo Hip in my book, Music and Dance—Critical Factors of Practice and Conditioning. Eventually, these machines were so unpopular as space hogs
These designs were probably that of Scott LeGear. Note the parallel frame lines.

Below: a subject performs a TSC
hip extension exercise on the seat
of a RenEx iLegExtension-LegCurl
machine. This is the best approach I
have found for this exercise. (Photo
Below: a late-model Nautilus
by Ken Hutchins, 2019)
Hip&Back. It works very well
although it is still awkward to enter
and exit. (Photo by Ken Hutchins,
2014)

that Greg Stiller, well-known Nautilus repair guy back in
the day, gave one to any customer purchasing a line of his
retrofitted equipment.

The Nautilus Leverage Hip and Back (1984). Gary
Jones built ours for the Nautilus Osteoporosis
Project with a special handle for us to assist our
subjects entry/exit. During one of Laurie Ford’s
several workouts in this machine, its flimsy belt
buckle broke, launching her backwards and into
the wall behind the machine. She was not injured
or reluctant to perform additional bouts.
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Graphic #9: The Nautilus Lower Back Machine

This machine debuted in 1982—just in time for the commencement of the Nautilus Osteoporosis Research Study. Note that, in essence, that it is
merely an upside down Hip&Back machine. To explain: in the Hip&Back all the body superior to the
hips is stabilized while that inferior to the hips moves, while in the Lower Back those superior parts
rotate against a stabilized inferior half. Its format did save much floor space.
I specifically selected this photo to show the foot and ankle extension—an undesirable tendency
in the Lower Back that was not an issue in the Hip&Back (although foot extension did occur and
was encouraged in order to straighten the knees at the top of the excursion). Almost invariably, the
eccentric roller pads slipped to their smallest radius as the subject extended her feet and her knees
locked. Also, the plastic cam-locking belt was expected to give way.
A rumor circulated at Nautilus that the prototype department was behind schedule with the
development of an adjustable pedestal as Arthur was losing tens of thousands of dollars in deposits.
Hence, this abortion was rushed into production to save those orders. I never understood why over
6,000 of these were put on the market before a pedestal was provided in a later Nautilus product line.
Just now with the writing of this treatise—and regretfully missing from my 1990 harangue against
the word, hyperextension (The Myth of Hyperextension)—I articulate (I have noticed for many years)
that trunk extension and flexion can occur while keeping the shoulders, hips, and knees along the
same straight line. Thus, blunted rotation of the Lower Back movement arm does not prevent greater
trunk extension. As an addendum to this note that little was ever said about the fear of so-called
hyperextension during the heyday of the Hip&Back machines but as soon as the Lower Back came on the scene I found myself appeasing many
who feared this.
And while all subjects were encouraged to extend the hips (without considering that the lumbar extends with the hips) in all the Hip&Back
machines (with no machine stops to blunt this), dogs to curtail extension (more so in the chromed version than the painted version) were decidedly
designed into the Lower Back machine to show that we at Nautilus were mindful of this concern and protected against it. I considered this nuts,
but was overruled by those arguing that we had to appear to care about this for legal reasons.
I cut off the range-limiting dogs in all the Lower Back machines I used or re-engineered and re-sold. Of course, the movement arms of those
machines still were bounded by the machine frames, whereby they still delimited trunk extension to prevent the most complete travel of almost
any subject.
During the Nautilus Osteoporosis Research Project (19821986), we devised boxes of four different thicknesses to serve
as the pedestal on the Lower Back for the one that Nautilus
never completed. As seen by the picture series (Right), and as
the cam-lock roller pads were always placed at their smallest
radius for safety, we then selected the best foot height for
the subject. And as another safety issue was introduced by
forward slippage of the boxes, the front of the machine was
placed against a wall to trap the boxes. (Also see Graphic #10)
In 1988, we left Nautilus. Just before leaving I gave a
presentation in New Jersey at a hotel where there was an Eagle
(Cybex-Lumex brand) Trunk Extension—their name for the
same product we called a Lower Back—machine. Cybex was
Nautilus enemy number one and it was inbred that we scoffed at every product they made.
I tried their machine—cable-driven and with an adjustable pedestal. I was amazed and thought, “Why can’t we
at Nautilus have a machine like this?” At the next break, I brought in Ell Darden, Tim Patterson, and Brenda
Hutchins to try it.
In May of 1988, I began working with the Lincoln Fitness Center. There, we eventually acquired a Lower Back
machine (in chrome), and I immediately began work to solve my frustration with its lack of an adjustable
pedestal.
After struggling for several evenings and weekends after work to solve the pedestal design—which included
purchasing the pedestal from Nautilus for their Next Generation version—I learned that Greg Burns was
working on the same problem and had solved some of the connection problems ahead of me. He graciously sent
me his work which enabled me to complete the remainder of the design. It worked well. Eventually, we also added
bearings to the movement arm and redirectional, gear-change pulley. But for many years thereafter I yearned for
a similar device that did not curtail extensional range. The hyperextension dogma had to go...!
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Graphic #10: More insights Regarding Hyperextension and Its Application to the Hip&Back, the Lower Back, the
MedX Lumbar, and Other Designs.
While I would not be surprised if the nomenclature in the Joint Motion—Method of Measuring and Recording by the American Academy of
Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) has been updated since my 1980s edition, I would also not be surprised if it had not been updated—especially with
regard to hyperextension of the trunk. I admit to not being current with the present slant, philosophy, attitude, fear, and prevailing view on this
topic. What is important here is that hyperextension was, at the time, an irrational fear. And irrational fears have a permanence—a permanence
that no logic and persuasion can mediate.
What’s more, associates in my past have attempted to convince me that I was the one being unreasonable about the subject of hyperextension, that
me believing that I could quell the irrational fear of hyperextension was about as sane as me trying to tame a rabid raccoon. Of course, my nature
is to be impatient and intolerant of such advice. Such merely obstructs progress and possible benefits to my back issues and that of many others.
So let’s examine this subject closer.
While supposed learned critics condemn the photos at the bottom of this page as examples of devices that are high on the threat scale for so-called
hyperextension—and note that if performed violently enough (fast enough) they
can be—these authorities consistently overlook the direction of the force.
To repeat my favorite Robert Ardrey quote, “As the hounds of our anxieties bay at
old, cold traces, nature’s foxes watch amused.”
Like nature laughing at us, I laugh at these experts as they are blind to the correct
direction of force and concern encountered in the machines pictured at right.
Indeed, there is a range delimiting stop in the Nautilus Abdominal machine, but
was it placed there out of concern for hyperextension or for the convenience of exit/
entry and the manufacturing economy? And will this delimitation of one-size-fitsall not encounter some poor soul who cannot tolerate its arbitrary placement? Of
course, a smart subject can pin off for range of motion—hopefully.
And the Nautilus engineers were so thoughtful to place a proximal and fixed
posterior thigh pad in their Hip Flexion machine to protect us from
hyperextension at bottomout they miss the fact that the movementarm force causes the back to extend—protective back pad or not— in
all positions.
Please understand, I’m not—in this instance—condemning these
devices when used properly and for the appropriate application—
assuming they might exist. I merely highlight the misplaced concern
for a mostly imagined threat.
Indeed, there are subjects who should fear hyperextension. I deal with
them daily. And they are easy to suspect, to identify, and to protect.
They often have rods and cages in their spines. They exhibit pain at the least attempt to extend their trunks or to elevate their chests.
Two last points on hyperextension: Regarding my earlier comments that the
Hip&Back machines had no extensional stop: They were performed with the
instruction to extend the knees simultaneously with the hips, thus feet never
touched the floor
unless the subject
possessed the legs of a
nine-foot man.

Brenda Hutchins Supervising a Subject at the Nautilus
Osteoporosis Research Project in the Vintage Nautilus Lower
Back Machine in 1984. Notice the four boxes of various
thicknesses (mentioned earlier) stacked against the wall and
that the machine is abutted to the wall.

Second: The axial
spine extends and
flexes regardless of the
straight line drawn
through the knees,
hips, and shoulders of
the AAOS diagram.
The nomenclature is
silly and arbitrary.

A subject performing deadlift
on the vintage Nautilus MultiExercise Machine in the Nautilus Showroom circa 1986. He is standing
atop a special box that optionally mates up to the machine’s integral
steps. This is a safe exercise when performed correctly which is almost
never. I had the box removed from the showroom.
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Graphic #11: The MedX Lumbar machine.
In 1986, Arthur Jones sold Nautilus and started MedX—a company dedicated to producing muscle-strength testing equipment. The centerpiece
of MedX was the Lumbar machine (photos first row), a device for testing and strengthening the muscles serving the erectors of the spine, most
specifically the lumbar area—an area of grave concern when associated with back pain. (Photos—first row—courtesy of Gus Diamantopoulos.)
The central idea behind the testing mode of the MedX Lumbar was to isolate all but the lumbar musculature from the machine’s force readout.
This was accomplished
by passively (externally)
pinning
the
buttocks
with force though the feet
and legs and into a pad
just above the lumbar.
Necessary
cancellation
of the bodytorque (the
variable torque produced
by the levered mass of
the torso, head and arms)
was precisely performed
by an elegantly precise
mechanism. Wisely, only
static tests were possible as
dynamic testing is fraught with unavoidable and random variables. Unwisely, static testing is dangerous and serves no beneficial purpose.
This $60,000 device also served as a remedial and preventive exercise device for back pain that seemed to provide relief to many sufferers.
In the photo at right is a MedX prototype with the same approach except
the body torque cancellation is unnecessary when the body is made to
rotate on a vertical axis. I believe that this machine was never sold, but
prototyped as a demonstration of to what lengths Arthur Jones and his
design team would go to achieve perfection. The subject was located while
sitting vertically, then rotated to this on-the-side format just before the
tests and exercise were commenced. I openly ridiculed Arthur for his onthe-side designs for many years. It’s a Rube Goldberg.
As demand for the exercise seemed to exceed demand for the testing, MedX
began—after the first five years—to produce the EXL version which was for
exercise only and for 1/10 the price tag (lower row of pictures).
The EXL—like the medical version—enables the technician to pin the
subject’s lower body into the roller pad located just posterior to the
buttocks, hence externally immobilizing the entire lower. However, this external immobilization does not internally mobilize. The exercise very
much engages the legs and buttocks although the force(s) from these structure do not reach the movement arm abutting the subject’s mid-back.
The idea of lumbar isolation for exercise was—once again—not achieved.
I have witnessed much
improvement in back pain
among various subjects
with application of this
machine. Many of these
improvements
were
accomplished by avoiding
the company-recommended
tight positioning procedure.
One success was made only
with the recommended
tightness.
Note that the first photo (left) depicts the subject in a most-flexed start. The late Gary Lindahl (physical therapist) recommended against this for
all subjects and to use one at about the halfway position of the machine’s movement arm (middle photo). I believe that it was Dr. Bill Baumann as
well as Gary Lindahl that cautioned that the extreme starting position was contraindicated for spondololythesis patients of which I am one. Note
that the endpoint on this machine is way short of almost anyone’s full extension. Supposedly, the medical version could not maintain accuracy at
positions beyond this point, hence the same limitation was brought over to the EXL. Note that LordEx has a similar design and limitation due to
the hyperextension myth.
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Superficial to the intrinsics are the extrinsic trunk extensors. The extrinsics origin on the
spine and insert on structures outside the spine. The extrinsics include the erector spinae
(iliocostalis, longissimus and spinalis).
Not normally associated with trunk extension (and almost never listed as such in a muscle
function table in medical textbooks), but by far the largest and most powerful trunk
extensor (and trunk rotator) is the latissimus dorsi. Also, the trapezius, especially its lower
fibers, can meaningfully figure into upper trunk extension. (In addition, the upper fibers of
the trapezius are the major extensors of the cervical spine—not to be addressed by the iTE.)
[By the way, the latissimus dorsi has more than ten muscular-joint functions, perhaps as
many as 14—by far, more than any other muscular structure.]
Although isolation of the trunk extensors is highly desirable to address functional
deficiencies, isolation is never a pure quality. This quest for isolation is largely dependent
upon the subject’s ability to engage these musculatures. And subjects’ engagement skill
varies widely. Some are endowed with superior engagement and some must practice to
acquire, if possible, this skill.
A dynamic exercise does not provide the stability and constancy of position required by
most subjects to acquire the needed engagement skill. Only statics can facilitate this. In
fact, it is a hopeless endeavor to imbue those throngs of fitness afficionados with improved
muscle engagement via the performance of dynamic exercise. Superior engagement is the
third objective accomplished by this new exercise device, the iTrunk Extension (iTE).
I and others have made many attempts to provide strengthening exercise for the extension
of the trunk. A few of those patented (all since expired) and many conventional ones are
herein reviewed.
For centuries, some form of deadlift has been performed to strengthen the trunk extensors.
And those have been conventionally tweaked with so-called hyperextension exercise
performed in various angular take-off (harmonic timing) positions. (See Graphic #6)
In the early 1970s, Arthur Jones and his design team at Nautilus developed the Hip&Back
machine (the Mouse Trap), then the Geared Hip&Back machine, then the Super Geared Hip
and Back machine, then the DuoSymmetrical-PolyContractile Hip&Back (later contracted
to DuoPoly Hip and Back and then to Duo Hip) machine. Excepting the DuoHip, all of
these machines were major improvements at isolation of the trunk musculature and safe,
efficacious strengthening of the trunk extensors. Still, isolation of the spinal extensors
remained a mirage for many years. (See Graphic #8).

Continued on Page 26....
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Graphic #12: Left: The bottomout (spine-flexed, trunk extensor muscles stretched) position of the Linear Spine Extension
(LSE) exercise. Right: The top-out (spine extended, trunk flexor muscles psuedo-stretched). This position is often incorrectly
described as a “stretch.” No...It is a contraction, the opposite of a stretch.
Note: This is the only machine that provides a dynamic exercise that neurologically cancels the contraction of the hamstrings
and buttocks during trunk extension. Both the MedX® Medical Lumbar as well as its exercise-only sibling (see Graphic #11)
were designed to filter the actions/force of these muscle groups from their respective movement arms (force-receiving
arms). This enabled the Medical Lumbar to be a reasonably accurate (and unnecessarily dangerous) strength testing tool.
But if meaningful isolation of the trunk extensors (both the intrinsic as well as the extrinsic trunk extensors) during back
rehabilitation is the goal, then the LSE greatly surpasses the MedX.
Although a great leap forward and sorely needed by some back patients, the LSE is not nearly as generally useful as the
internal-resistance exercise for the trunk extension musculatures illustrated in Graphic #5 or the new iTrunk Extension (iTE)
.
Also note: full-range performance of the MedX Lumbar is believed to destabilize the vertebrae of spondylolithesis patients.
This can be easily avoided by pinning off the movement arm to delimit range of motion to about the halfway position of the
range.
Also note: the MedX Lumbar severely restricts the range of motion most critical for either a beneficial pseudo- or activestretch. These criticisms notwithstanding, the MedX Lumbar seems to have benefited many people with their back
complaints. The new iTrunk Extension (iTE); however, isolates the target musculature better, more safely, more simply, and
less expensively regarding equipment cost, set-up, space required, etc.
Lower Right: Shows an early prototype of the LSE (same device as
pictured above) taken with double exposurer against a black background
to display the body’s action. Lower Left: A magnified inset of greatest
interest to those wishing to isolate the lumbar.
As already noted, the buttocks and hamstrings are intensely engaged
during performance of the MedX Lumbar (medical or EXL versions). Note
that during positive contraction with use of the LSE, the hamstrings must
lengthen, i.e., relax, in order for the pelvis to tilt anteriorly as the vertebral
column between mid-thoracic and the sacrum extends. Therefore, this
extension is being performed by the spinal extensors, exclusively! We
can now provide the same contraction better and safer with the new iTE.
I believe that isolation of trunk extensors that focus into the lumbar is extremely important for engaging
and strengthening the back for both rehabilitation and injury prevention. This area is elusive to engage
to a meaningful degree with many of the other devices discussed throughout this treatise.
Isolation provides us with the means to rule out conflation of other bodily actions and forces so that
we observe exactly what is exclusive to the lumbar and not—as much—a confluence of feelings, symptoms, reactions, etc.,
from other body parts. As many readers know, it is normal to confuse a back issue with a hip or hamstrings or hip flexor
issue. The iTE presents us with a more refined tool.
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Graphic #13: The RenEx Trunk Extension
Between 2004 and 2009, my 3,000 square-foot prototype shop sat dormant. There was one exception. During these years I
would occasionally piddle around with my decades-old obsession with making a trunk extension device without all the range
limitations of the MedX Lumbar, the Nautilus Lower Back and the deadlift and others. I, personally wanted to feel what a machine
could do if was really built to the potential of the human spine.
Eventually, I got a frame welded up and began to build a movement arm that had an integral body-torque mass for a small
adult female. This would negate the need for the very expensive variable counterweight as used in the MedX Medical Lumbar
to cancel body torque—that factor that effects an undesirable increase in the resistance at the start of the positive movement

phase and an undesirable decrease in the resistance at the near and at the top of the
positive movement phase of a rotation in the vertical plane. My counterweight canceled the
bodytorque of a small torso and canceled all but a small, meaningless fraction of the body
torque of a large man in almost all cases.
In the Spring of 2008, I voiced my ideas to my friend, Sheril Stansberry, MD. Mostly for the
benefit of me verbalizing and contrasting the mechanics of the Hip & Back designs, the
Lower Back, and the MedX Lumbar, she patiently listened and questioned my statements
until they were clear and logical to both of us. We then carried the prototyping to the point
where the machine shop had become intolerably hot for us to continue. The frame and the
mounted workbox collected dust for another year.
Then, in June of 2009, at the behest of Gus Diamantopoulos, Josh Trentine and I teamed
up with Gus to produce the RenEx exercise equipment. After upgrading all the SuperSlow
machines for the generic workout, we set our sights on the Trunk Extension. It delighted
me greatly that Josh was as interested in this as I was—especially since he was footing
the bill on a very expensive project.
We were confronted with several onerous objectives. We had the bodytorque issue
licked, but also had to arrest reactionary force that changed direction with the
excursion. And since the excursion was much greater than in any previous trunk
extension-hip extension device, we were required to arrest downward force, forward
force and upward force at same time in some positions and one or two force directions
in other positions.
Hence, the device required an exactly repeatable and positionable (height) pedestal
(lone photo at upper right). It required an exactly repeatable and positionable shin pad
(forward containment of the lower body). It required exactly repeatable and positionable cam timing (alligator crank) to effect
minimum load precisely at each individual’s personal extensional limit. It required a repeatably adjustable wedge (photo lower
right) to prevent the heel raising issue highlighted in Graphic #9. And it required a tilting movement-arm pad as the radius of the
arc of the trunk rotation decreases as the positive excursion is completed.
The RenEX is what MedX should have been producing for an overall trunk exercise. Their bent to build a testing device was folly
as well as limiting for exercise purposes. Like the MedX, RenEx design has proven beneficial to many people with back pain,
however, it, too, does not isolate the lumbar like the iTE—in a manner that might be needed with some subjects.
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It’s important at this juncture to clarify the distinctions between trunk extensors and spine
or spinal extensors.
Although the buttocks are, by great margin, the major driver of the legs as in hip extension
during leg straightening, they are a trunk muscle because they origin in the trunk on the
pelvis. And their positive contraction creates an overall extensional effect on the lower
trunk as in a Nautilus Hip&Back machine. When closely analyzed, one notes that the pure
contraction of the buttocks actually causes trunk flexion by virtue of the buttocks pull on
the pelvis and pelvis’ posterior rotation around the hip joint (hip extension). Hence, the
reactionary behavior of the pelvis must be contained by abdominal force on the pubis
and trunk—especially spinal—extensor force on the ilia. Hence the lower back extends
(indirectly) due to containment forces on the pelvis. In a round-about way, the Hip&Back
machine provides resistance to the buttocks, secondarily to the abdominals and spinal
erectors. And in so doing the lumbar extends due to the contractile forces in that area.
In 1985, Jones (Patent Number 4,500,089) developed a combination hip extension-trunk
extension device. (See Graphic #9.). This device became commercially known as the
Nautilus Lower Back machine.
Again, in 1989, Jones (Patent Number 4,858,919) improved isolation by excluding hip
extension from his earlier design (See Graphic #11). This device became commercially
known as the MedX Lumbar machine. Herein, the approach was to block the dynamic
(optionally static) extensional force produced by the buttocks and hamstrings (normally
effecting hip extension, thus posterior pelvic tilting) to render trunk extension exclusively
by the trunk extensors. Undue attention was placed on the multifidus as though it could
be isolated without nervous stimulation of the several other intrinsic and extrinsic trunk
extensors and as if emphasizing the multifidus was important to do.
Emphasis on the multifidus by the MedX people (and many others) has been somewhat
spiritualistic. It is also as if its verbalization admitted one to the Concerned About the
Spine Society or gave one prestige for being able to pronounce it. It’s also somewhat like
musicians mentioning diaphragmatic breathing although it’s impossible to breath without
the diaphragm. (I explode the myth of diaphramatic breathing in Music and Dance—Critical
Factors of Practice and Conditioning.)
Now note Patent Number 5,299,998 (Hutchins, 1997)(See Graphic #12). Therein, my
approach was to provide a horizontal load to the changing curvature of a vertically
orientated trunk extension. Something surprising occurred in this device that was missing
from the previous Jones approach. In the previous Jones approach the buttocks and
hamstrings forces were blocked, while in my approach the nervous message to the buttocks
and hamstrings was passively neutralized. While my approach was never to be a strength
measuring device—due to the inability to immobilize and block extraneous forces—as was
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planned for the Jones device, my device excelled at isolating the trunk extensors. If isolation
of the trunk extensors was indeed the objective, then the MedX Lumbar missed target.
And although my dynamic device (Linear Spine Extension) could be used manually for
dynamic exercise as well as statically, it was over-engineered when the elegance depicted in
Graphic #5 is appreciated and then compared to what we are now doing in the iTE.
Then, in 2012, RenEx (Josh Trentine, Ken Hutchins, Gus Diamantopoulos) produced the
RenEx Trunk Extension. (See Graphic #13). I had wanted to build this machine for many
years for several reasons.
First, I wanted a trunk extension machine that provided unlimited extension. I was
determined to get past the hyperextension phobia that is manifest around the design of the
Nautilus Lower Back machine then radicalized in the MedX Lumbar design.
Second, I wanted to employ an idea that I had regarding the subject’s natural instinct to
extend the foot during the exercise (See Graphics #9 and #10). I introduced a repeatably
adjustable heel wedge to place the ankle into a pre-extended position so that the subject’s
extensional ankle travel was pre-consumed.
Third, I was determined to jettison all the nonsense about isolating the lumbar. The MedX
people had promoted their Lumbar machine with what I considered at the time to be an
errant notion whilst the subject’s thighs, calves, and buttocks were fully engaged during use
of the machine. It’s not that I then considered isolation of the lumbar to be without merit.
I just knew that the MedX was forfeiting other possibilties for the sake of isolation that was
not occuring.
Fourth, I wanted to employ my alligator cranks to precisely time the resistance fall-off per
the subject’s extensional limitation and seat and pedestal settings.
This was an expensive machine to prototype and produce and would not have been possible
without the deep financial outlays and patience of Josh Trentine. It was the logical extension
of the Nautilus Lower Back design. The MedX Lumbar was an illogical extension of the
Nautilus Lower Back machine.
Still, if we do, indeed, desire isolation of the trunk extensors—and this seems a worthy
approach for many subjects—then the trunk extension exercise depicted in Graphic #5
can be greatly improved upon with the employment of the new iTrunk Extension. And its
possible advantages facilitate better and safer exercise performance by many subjects who
are physically marginalized.
Why isolate? Almost all subjects need to strengthen their trunk extensors. A large number
Continued on Page 29....
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Graphic #14:
Left: Note that the Velcro-attached supplemental
back pad. If ever required, another pad could be
attached.
Right: Note that the subject performs the
exercise similar to that in Graphic #5 with
leveled seat, back on the back pad, arms
between the receivers, receivers retracted, feet
flat. This is possibly also performed with the
receivers lowered so that the fingertips or fists
can be placed into the receiver pads to register
force on the load cell.

Graphic #15:
Left: Note that the right olecranon is just off the
receiver pad as the subject sits relaxed with
correct seat and receiver settings. Note resting
lordosis and blue area between the subject and the
seat back.
Right: Note that once the exercise begins, normal
lordosis goes to extension causing the right (and
left) olecranon to bear into the receiver pad. Note
the increased blue area and pelvic anterior tilt.

Graphic #16:
Right: To accommodate all possibilities, the iTE is supplied
with two step-up units from Shure-Step. One provides a
single six-inch riser and the other provides two six-inch
risers. Both are high-quality and used throughout the
medical as well as other industries for seniors and for those
needing stable platforms to step up into buses or to work
on engines and many other applications. Almost all clients
either do not require a step when using the iTE or only need
the single. The double is supplied for only the most unusual
circumstances.
Purchasers of the iTE as well as the coming LSS (Linear
Spine Stretch) are encouraged to visit Serious Exercise in
Altamonte Springs, Florida to be closely instructed on how
to best use these new devices. This includes exacting detail
regarding how to best protect subjects as they step onto
and off of these steps. In lieu of a visit with Ken, phone
consultations will suffice at no charge.
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of these can do this by applying exercises that incorporate the buttocks and hamstrings.
A pole squat—performed properly and for those few subjects who can safely employ it—
might suffice. A stiff-legged deadlift is also a possibility. Incorporating more control and
safety, we can improve the experience with a Lower Back machine or the MedX Lumbar.
From the first mentioned to the last, these exercises offer progressively better isolation, but
none offer anything close to a pure isolation of the trunk extensors.
Even so, those who desire the pure isolation and control and safety—minimizing extraneous
forces from non-trunk musculatures or partial trunk musculatures—we who can do without
pure isolation might still opt for the idealism of the iTE.
However, there are many subjects who absolutely cannot do without. They must have the
iTE as hip, knee, foot, or other issues eliminate their access to the conventional approaches.
And many of those who have no mitigating issues, are motor confused when trying to
engage their trunk extensors. Without the seat-tilt feature, they vacillate between firing
their abdominals (trunk flexors) and their trunk extensors. Placing them in some degree
of anterior pelvic tilt enables them to engage or to learn to engage the proper musculature.
For example, some of those subjects already mentioned who cannot tolerate the depicted
hip extension (Graphic #5) indeed are candidates for a tilting seat that facilitates the desired
pelvic tilt (perhaps a flat and tilted seat position with the legs positioned in front of the seat)
(adjustable for comfort in multiple fixed angles) with adequate support for the thighs, while
avoiding hip extension and excessive knee flexion. The iTE provides such a seat. (See
Graphics #1, #2, #3, #4, #14, #17, and #18)
A seated attitude set in a subject’s appropriate seat angle may offer the best isolation with
the feet suspended off the floor or merely with the legs neutralized with their feet placed
behind and under the seat, while some marginalized subjects are already known to require
the feet to be rested (not suspended) on the floor or on something suitably similar. The new
iTE provides for all of these possible needs. For those needing elevation or for merely feet
and legs support, portable steps are provided with the iTE. They are products of Shure-Step
and made for the elderly and others to board buses and other uses.
Also, rather than a seat back which—in addition to providing the required stability for the
exercise as in Graphic #5—it also grabs the backs of some subjects thus inhibiting their
extension somewhat, the iTE eliminates (virtually) the seat back and replaces it with the
stability of two horizontally oriented and parallel, padded elbow receivers that are placed
under the subject’s elbows (more precisely their olecranons) for support. The elbow receivers
(or just receivers) serve several purposes.
Continued on Page 31....
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Graphic #17:
Left (two photos): Note the pop-pin adjustable seat
angle (10-degree increments) and seat height (1/2inch increments) with graduation decals. Also,
seat pad contains high-density foam and covered
with grab-type material while elbow-receiver pads
(soft foam) and seat-back pads (dense foam) are
covered with slick Naugahyde-type material to
promote slippage (The elbow receivers do have
some needed grab when somewhat penetrated
with the olecranons.). Note webbed handle in the
center of seat to aid in seat adjustment. Note wide
belt anchors for comfort and security. Note Velcroattached removable/adjustable belt pad. Note four
horizontal quick-release pins for force-arm sway
control and width adjustment.

Graphic #18:
Right: Force arm with fore
and aft bulkheads through
which rods of engagement
arms project. Note width
positioning
decal
for
engagement
arms.
Note
single load cell (optional)
between the force arm and
the machine frame. Note
bracket and fasteners for
meter (swivels for viewing)
are supplied (not tilting
stand or meter or load
cell). Engagement arms are
removable via hitch pins at
the rear of their rods.

Graphic #19:
Below: Receivers are adjustable in increments
of 1/4 inch via double poppin assembly. To more
easily adjust, a retaining clip is supplied with
each adjustment box. To secure, one poppin
must be engaged as the other is disengaged. To
relocate, both pins must be disengaged.

Graphic #20:
Right: The original plan for the force arm was to engage
the trunk under the axillae with two padded forks. This
worked and was ideal from the perspective of trunk
stabilization, but was extremely uncomfortable if the
distance between the seat and the forks was slightly
too great. Pain from nerve pressure in the arms and
axillae did not permit use of the concept to push the
hands straight downward, and the option to use the
device as a passive shoulder traction device was
obviated (See Graphic #21). The present embodiment
using the elbow (olecranon) receivers will still accept
the forks, but is not recommended. The pending patent
is for both embodiments.
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Although the seat back has been virtually eliminated, it also remains as a protection to
subjects who might be inclined to suddenly lean backwards and strike the otherwise
exposed steel. Also, there is the remote possibility that a subject will be encountered who
cannot use the receivers.
Let’s pretend that the subject is an upper-body amputee and needs to be able to slide his
mid-back vertically along the surface of the seat back. In this case, the seat back can be
optionally projected (via a two-inch-thick bumper pad that Velcros onto the base pad)
forward and the receivers retracted.
This might also be the case with some subjects who need to put their hands and arms inside
the receivers and perform the exercise like in Graphic #5 (See Graphic #14). The seat height
can be adjusted so that the shoulders do not grab the seatback during the exercise, but still
provide stability to the trunk.
As already stated, the receivers provide stability. And while a seat back provides mostly
stability in the antero-posterior plane (sagittal plane), it provides only some in the lateral
plane (frontal or coronal plane) and only slight stability against random trunk rotation
(transverse plane). Assuming meaningful contact, the receivers control motion in all planes
while not grabbing the subject’s back during muscle contraction.
[Note that due to the requirement to provide horizontal as well as antero-posterior
adjustment, the receivers do have slight sway to them that is not noticeable once force is
applied by the subject to the receiver pads.]
The receivers also facilitate the possibility for performance feedback. Optionally, a load
cell can be incorporated and used to register force for digital or digital/analog feedback to
the subject and/or to the subject’s instructor or therapist. Note that this option is not for
strength testing nor can strength testing ever be accurate or safe. I also doubt that it can
be used for progression purposes. I believe that TSC is the only protocol truly possible.
I might be incorrect about this, but for now let’s go with the idea that I can’t promise you
progression tracking—at least not with reference to target load.
In the absence of feedback statics (FS) I use the feedback from the meter to confirm that the
subject is properly located and engaged. For example, if the meter, after taring, reads “0” as
the exercise is commenced, it reveals that the subject’s elbows are not touching the receivers,
and, hence, the positioning (seat height/receiver height) is incorrect. If the meter reads a
number that is in excess of 20 pounds during the first stage of TSC, then the seat height and
the receiver height relationship is too close together, thus enabling the subject to too easily
engage the receivers.
Continued on Page 33....
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Graphic #21:
Right: Shoulder Traction Application: With the
distance between the elbow receivers and the seat
reduced (rather than set at their greatest reachable
distance as for the trunk extension exercise)
the subject extends her shoulder from about 35
degrees flexion to anatomical zero thus placing
her olecranons directly under her shoulder thus
passively lifting her shoulder girdle beyond that
elevation that she can obtain volitionally. Please read
the text about this useful technique for decreasing
cervical and/or thoracic tension. Note the blue terry
cloth used to reduce the friction between the skin
and the Naugahyde. Perhaps felt or muslin would
work better.
For an actual case needing this application see page
33.
Note that the belt has an optionally removed, Velcroattached pad that can be adjusted as required to pad
the iliac crests.

Graphic #22:
Left: Depicted is the naturally assumed hand placement and
attitude. With some subjects it lends to undesirable pushing with
the hands. Desired is push through the arms, elbows, and into the
receiver pads, not the hands and forearms.
Right: To eliminate undesirable efforting with the hands is to
hold them up and away from the handles. This sometimes works
with some subjects, but it leaves the hands to wave around
uncontrollably. Below, we show better solutions for hand control.

Near Right: Another view of the normal hand position except that the fingers
are too far away from the top of the handle, thus allowing the forearm of
some subjects to touch the receiver pads when we wish only the olecranon
to touch the receiver pads. When part of the elbow contacts the receiver pads,
the settings for the receiver heights and the seat height are skewed, thus
disallowing the desirable maximum shoulder depression and maximum trunk
extension.
Far Right: Better: Perhaps the index finger should be to (not on) the top edge
of the handle. Also, the handle must be just-barely-gripped, if at all, during the
exercise. Subjects are instructed to firmly grasp the handles like this while the
belt is being fastened or unfastened by the instructor or while other settings
are prepared. Subjects are instructed to not assist with the belt.

Near Right: The pinky technique. For a short while we tried to eliminate all
force from the hands and forearms during the exercise by placing each pinky
on the lateral sides (where force is somewhat hidden from a load cell) of their
respective handles. Of course, this was performed in keeping with the hands
and forearms being at the same level in the previous frame. Also, the heel of the
hand must be maintained close to the handle (but not touching) to prevent the
backs of the arms from nearing the stainless steel tubes.
Far Right: Instead of the pinky technique we now use the three-finger technique
(denoted as “3fin” on the charts). Since the middle digits are fairly equal in
length, and involving the index finger gives a more reliable estimate to the top
of the handle, and their collective flexion helps to control the spacing to the
heel, this is the best approach to stabilize the hands while eliminating their
force.
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Often, I allow the readout to be at or near “0” during the first stage as the subject might not
achieve meaningful engagement of the trunk extensors until the second stage. And once
into the second stage, depression of the receivers pads is apparent and the meter shows
engagement force.
The optional feedback is a pure digital readout that is hardwired from the single load cell
located just behind the subject. This readout is registered on the back-lit window of a force
meter that is mounted on a rotatable bracket behind the subject. I recommend against it
being viewable by the subject. It will merely distract the subject from safe and controlled
engagement.
My personal preference is to perform the exercise with no feedback once the feedback has
been used to accurately determine subject positioning with regard to receiver breadth,
receiver height, receiver projection, seat height, seat tilt, step height, and foot position.
However, all of these settings can be acquired without the feedback once the instructor is
skilled on the use of the iTE.
Although the space for mounting the load cell will accept load cells from other manufacturers,
I strongly recommend the the Mark-10® available from CSC Force Measurement (Phone
(413) 789-3086). It is easy to set up and to learn to use.
As some customers wish to install their own feedback systems, we offer the iTE with only a
3-inch-tall dummy load cell and without feedback. We also furnish the shim to accommodate
the 2.5-inch-tall cells like those with the Mark-10.
Feedback, as already stated, is very useful, but not required. Observation of the receiver
pad compression is adequate to appraise force related to correct setup of the iTE. However,
feedback is a welcomed feature. It adds a level of confidence and confirmation.
Another required aspect of the receivers is that, in addition to being vertically adjustable,
they must be horizontally adjustable for the subject’s shoulder breadth as well as be adjustable
for projection.
Projection is the distance the receivers are positioned forward from the frame and front
bulkhead. Tilting the seat brings the hip joints slightly upward and forward. As we desire
the torso to be in a vertical attitude for the exercise (not reclining), the forks of the receivers
must be moved forward for various degrees of seat tilt. In contrast, a subject requiring a
level seat will require the forks (and corresponding receivers and handles) be in a more
retracted position.

Continued on Page 35....
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Graphic #23: Left: The bottomout (spine-extended, trunk flexor muscles stretched) position of the Linear Spine Flexion
exercise. Note that this position is a true stretch (passive stretch) as compared to the pseudo stretch (active stretch)
observed in the exercises of Graphic #5 and those of the iTE and LSE (Graphic #12). This true stretch beneficially and
safely decompresses the inter-vertebral discs of the lower middle spine a la Robbin McKensie. A pseudo-stretch only
somewhat decompresses the discs, because of its active muscular limitation. Right: The top-out (spine flexed, flexor
muscles contracted). This position is often incorrectly described as a “stretch.” No...it is a contraction, the opposite of a
stretch. Note: the LSF exercise is also known for relieving the most debilitating menstrual cramps within 3-5 repetitions.

As many serious SuperSlow® practitioners and instructors are already acquainted, both the Linear Spine Flexion (LSF) and
the Linear Spine Extension (LSE) (Graphic #12) machines are some of the most unique and valuable trunk machines ever
designed and produced by Ken Hutchins. Originally sold by SuperSlow Systems, LLC, they are now available through Ken’s
new company, SeriousExerciseSM, LLC.
An exercise equipment design historian ranked the Linear Spine machines as the most original idea in exercise equipment
since the designs of Jonas Gustav Vilhelm Zander (1835-1920)…adding that even Arthur Jones’ Nautilus® Pullover was not
quite as original, since it was based on a composite of several pre-existing exercises.
In the past several years, Ken has made several breakthroughs while supervising thousands of bouts with the Linear Spine
machines. As these machines were very expensive—costing about $20,000 each—Ken now produces scaled-down versions
costing much less. New patents are being filed.
Please read the newly posted article entitled, Recent Success Stories Regarding the Linear Spine Flexion and the Rotary
Torso Machines.

Graphic #24: The RenEx Rotary Torso Machine. This approach
to the trunk rotators incorporates active and internal stabilization and
immobilization of the pelvic girdle. The hip adductors must be actively
engaged throughout this exercise to provide the required control and
protection of the iliosacral and innominant alignments.
The MedX Rotary Torso—with its passive and external immobilization—
does not adequately stabilize the pelvic and sacral structures for safe
trunk rotation. Its leg-pinning apparatus is more impressively complex
and expensive, but fails to provide the needed active protective forces
internally.
Yes, almost no rocking and tilting of the pelvis (as some is witness
in the RenEx) occurs in the MedX design. This lures the subject
and instructor into a false sense of security. It also reinforces an
assumption that the lower half of the body can be ignored during the
exercise.
The harmonic lever of the RenEX RT provides a 15:1 resistance falloff. This is required for obtaining the deep contraction so effective for
relieving the tension associated with back pain. At my request, the
MedX engineers faithfully tried to adapt the cam-and-follower in their
device for SuperSlow protocol and failed to enable my sister to use it
with the least possible resistance.
(Demonstrated by Anastasia Koretskaya)
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On rare occasions, the receivers’ elevations are needing to be placed at different heights for
subjects with scoliotic conditions.
Other Applications
I supervised a woman who sustained an on-the-job crushing injury to her mid-thoracic
spine. Her only relief was a shoulder depression exercise. Moreover, she seemed to obtain
much of this relief from the traction as applied through her shoulder girdle in this dynamic
exercise. We accomplished some relief for her five years ago by doing shoulder depression
with her elbows locked and arms as in the top position of a dip although with her shoulders
relaxed (shoulder depressors passively stretched) superiorly. Almost all of her bodyweight
was counterweighted in a retrofitted Nautilus Multi-Exercise machine that supported her
by a knee pad driven upwards by the stock selectorized weight stack.
As she was/ is prone to dizziness, she is not a candidate for inversion devices, and the trick
we performed on the retrofitted Multi-Exercise was too precarious for me to ever employ
again. If I can convince her to try it, the iTE may have an application for her.
Note that although the shoulder depression exercise on the retrofitted Multi-Exercise—
at the stretch position—does provide the thoracic spine desirable decompression (as well
as some cancellation of compressive force from the trapezius on the cervical spine), the
act of depressing the shoulders via the latissimus and the pectoralis groups, does increase
undesirable thoracic compression as well as some cervical compression due to pulling
against the trapezius.
Instead of the setup for trunk extension on the iTE where the receivers are placed just out
of reach for the subject’s elbows (actually the olecranons), an opposite setup is employed.
I would place the receivers as high as possible for her so that her shoulders are passively
elevated by gently sliding the elbows onto the receiver pads. In addition, place a small sheet
of cotton fabric between her elbows and the pads (Naugahyde) of the receiver(s) to act as a
slider to reduce friction as she loads from an elbows-slightly-forward-of-vertical position
to a vertical position directly under the shoulders. (See Graphic #21)
Thus, as she slides her elbows into position, her shoulders are lifted yet higher than she
can volitionally contract her trapezius to raise them, thus producing an upwards traction
and decompression of her thoracic spine that does not compress (even decompresses) her
cervical spine. This might be useful to some subjects.
More about isolation. Almost all of this treatise has emphasized strengthening of the
lumbar musculature. This is deserved. Strengthening is key to rehabilitation of issues as
well as key to preventing them. It is also key to holding chiropractic adjustments.
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Another usefulness of isolated muscular contraction of this area is relaxation with reduction
of tension.
According to Bill Baumann, DC, friend, and owner and user of my designs of LSF, LSE, and
Rotary Torso and all the other of my designs in his office, many back ailments—and there
are many varied ones—are acutely relieved by releasing tension in the lumbar musculature.
As noted in Graphic #23, this is accomplished by the LSF in a way—as Dr. Baumann states—
chiropractic cannot do.
Chiropractic adjustment is extremely important for enabling the body’s nervous system to
properly conduct a mending of the local and general system. And adjustment is critical for
relieving the tension that has certain elements locked up and in spasm. But, according to
Dr. Baumann, the relief—especially of the tension—via adjustment is far more brief than
the generalized effect of the LSF—sometimes supplemented with the Rotary Torso (See
Graphic #24).
These two devices have a multiplicity of effects that lead to reduced lumbar tension. One,
the stretch—starting position—of the LSF is, alone, a stretch that can be accomplished in
no other way with no other device. According to Dr. Baumann, Vax D machines-LordEx,
inversion, and other traction devices that are used to, in essence, place a stretch on the
entire trunk seeming as though to pull it apart, do not go to the lumbar in an efficient way.
A useful schematic is provided in Recent Success Stories Regarding the Linear Spine® Flexion
and the Rotary Torso Machines that, I believe, reinforces Dr. Baumann’s criticism of traction
devices. This article is posted at seriousexercise.com.
Two, the contraction of the abdominals during the positive of the dynamic mode in the
LSF—which I often, but not always, avoid with acute lumbar pain—lends to relaxation of
the trunk flexor’s antagonists, the extensors.
Three, the contraction of the latissimus—the main trunk rotator—during slow excursion in
the Rotary Torso, both relaxes the angonists via contraction while relaxing the antagonist
latissimus on the opposite side of the trunk via stretching.
[By the way, Rotary Torso (RT) must be performed with active stabilization of the pelvic
girdle. Passive stabilization, like that found in the MedX Rotary Torso, must be avoided!]
Now enter the new iTE. With it, we now possess a way to directly fatigue the lumbar
extensors to ultimately reduce the tension in that area.
Remember that there are several ways to reduce tension in a muscle. The first is to contract
it intensely so that when it relaxes its tension is reduced. Second, the tension is reduced by
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stretching it in some cases. Third, a muscle is relaxed by intensely contracting its antagonist.
And if all these methods fail, a chiropractor is needed to release a subluxation that is filtering
its nerve supply in some way.
[Also note that the tension we seek to relieve in the lumbar is not restricted to the muscle.
It is also in the connective tissue or fascia. As most of my readers already know, I am most
opposed to stretching, especially as it is promoted in general fitness endeavors. But when
applied to the spine in this controlled way, it has great benefit to many subjects.]
Often, I am only partly successful at bringing back pain from a 7 or 8 on a scale 10 to zero
by applying the LSF in a passive stretch for one minute. The pain may drop to a 1 or 2, but
it does not often completely clear.
Then by immediately thereafter performing the Rotary Torso—although performed painfree—the pain immediately after the RT bout increases to about a 4.
Then we immediately return to repeat the LSF passive stretch. After only one minute the
pain is completely gone and does not return for days. I push the subject as much as I can to
my local chiropractor friend, but I’m often unsuccessful.
Dr. Baumann explains this phenomenon—whereby the Rotary Torso bout ostensibly sets
up the body for the second LSF stretch bout to complete the job—with the emphasis on
tension:
The Rotary Torso relieved some remaining and pain-related tension missed
by the first bout on the LSF, however the Rotary Torso bout irritated the
discs—with increased pain—which was then completely relieved by the
second LSF bout.
Now with the iTE, I have another avenue. As one might suspect, I encounter a myriad of
possible presentations. Some subjects can’t perform the Rotary Torso (or I don’t trust them
to focus on my instructions). So with them I might substitute the iTE.
[Please read the new companion article, Recent Successes Stories Regarding the Linear Spine
Flexion and the Rotary Torso Machines. It supplements what is discussed in this promotional
treatise.]
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Other subjects cannot mount into the LSF or perform the Rotary Torso. I cannot obtain
the complete needed stretch in the iTE as possible in the LSF, but I can sometimes do with
the pseudo stretch obtained in the iTE (which is often a more meaningful stretch than
illustrated in Graphic #5). I am then most able to influence these subjects to go to my
friendly local chiropractor (Dr. Baumann is in New Jersey) as they are less likely to achieve
a full reduction in pain without adjustment.
What’s very appealing to me in having these devices in my studio is that I can offer access
to them to my clients 24/7 at no charge. Although I closely supervise subjects who need me
purely for the relief of pain, I only charge for exercise instruction. I extend availability to
holidays, nights and weekends that are usually after hours for most in the medical service.
Price for the iTE: $7,000 Paid by Cashiers Check to Serious Exercise. Please Phone (407)
808 7215 to Inqurie Regarding Purchasing Terms
Shipping and installation not included. Shipped from Altamonte Springs, Florida 32714.
Ready for shipping within 90 days of cleared deposit.
Included with Purchase:
Upholstery:

Black, grab textured seat covered, Naugahyde for receivers
and back pads.
Dummy load cell with shim for shorter optional load cells
Swivel bracket for mounting load cell.
Powder Coat: White Hammered
Fasteners: Stainless where possible.
Two Shure-Step Products:
One 13 1/2 x 24 x 6 inches tall (one step)
One 24 x 24 x 12 inches tall (two steps)
Seat Belt with Velcro-attached Removable and Adjustable Pad
Free Consultation and Training in Florida Studio (doesn’t include travel
expenses)

Not Included with Purchase:
Electronics (feedback, i.e., load cells and meter and tilting meter stand)
Shipping and installation

Special thanks to Bridget O’Brien for modeling in the iTE !
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